MEMORANDUM FOR ALL CCAF STUDENTS

FROM: AU/A6

SUBJECT: CCAF’s MTASM Degree Launch Delayed

1. Due to unexpected challenges with the Air University’s (AU) New Student Information System (SIS), there will be an unfortunate delay in the launch of the Community College of the Air Force (CCAF) Military Technology and Applied Sciences Management (MTASM) Degree.

2. Our challenge is developing and implementing various migration variables designed to protect the AU schools and minimize operational challenges post-migration. Our primary challenges include the over 25 external connections: DoD (Military Records), Credentials (Other Universities), and others. Without these connections, the AU SIS will not serve AU as needed. As we delivered the new system into production, we found inconsistencies with our external connections requiring additional time, effort, and testing. When all testing is complete, we will bring schools online, and the MTASM Degree will be one of the first services available.

3. We appreciate your patience and understanding. We understand the importance of the MTASM degree in developing our enlisted personnel and please know we are doing everything we can to bring the MTASM degree online as soon as possible. I would love to give a specific date, however there are too many variables at this time. Please rest assured that I am personally tracking completion daily, and we have dedicated all A6 resources to this effort. My target is to have the MTASM services available in late October. Thank you for your patience and understanding as we work on this significant advancement for Air University.

CIO, Air University A6